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Simulating Human Visual Perception in Nighttime Illumination
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Abstract: This paper presents an image-based algorithm for simulating the visual adaptation of the human
visual system to various illuminations, especially in dark nighttime conditions. The human visual system exhibits different characteristics depending on the illumination intensity, with photopic vision in bright conditions,
scotopic vision in dark conditions, and mesopic vision between these two. A computational model is designed
to simulate multiple features of mesopic vision and scotopic vision, including the chromaticity change, luminance change, and visual acuity loss. The system uses a source image under bright illumination as input.
Then assuming that the viewer has already adapted to the new conditions, the color spectrum of the input
image is reconstructed to replace the source with modifications of the chromaticity and the luminance of the
relighted scene. A bilateral filter is used to simulate the visual acuity loss. The model parameters have clear
physical meanings and can be obtained from experimental data to achieve realistic results.The algorithm can
be used not only for visual perception simulation, but also as a day-for-night tool to produce realistic nighttime images from daytime images.
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Introduction
The illumination at nighttime is quite complicated. It
usually includes both skylight and artificial lighting
such as car headlights and streetlamps. Visual perception experiments have shown that the human visual
characteristics in such conditions differ from the characteristics in bright daylight conditions. At nighttime,
the human visual perception tends to have lower saturation, a blue-shift of the intensity, and some visual
acuity loss. These phenomena are caused by the different responses of the retina, which automatically
adapts to different illuminations.
The film industry has used a technique called
Day-for-Night[1] for a long time to produce nighttime
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effects during the daytime with blue filters and under-exposure. Similar post-processing methods are
used in computer graphics to simulate nighttime visual
perception[2]. General image toning techniques such as
Durand and Dorsey[3] and Lischinski et al.[4] can also
accomplish visually-plausible Day-for-Night transformation. However, as image tone mapping tools are not
specifically designed for nighttime perception simulation, to give visually-plausible effects, they usually
require time-consuming manual parameter tuning.
Though the biological research on the vision adaptation mechanism has not reached a final conclusion,
empirical models have been set up on the basis of
measurement data. Pattanaik et al.[5] presented a fast
visual adaptation operator useful for interactive
real-time applications. Shin et al.[6] proposed an applicable model for mesopic vision based on experimental
data. Khan and Pattanaik[7] simulated the blue shift
effect based on the rod-cone interaction theory.
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Haro et al.[8] presented a comprehensive digital Dayfor-Night algorithm taking into account multiple features for realistic results. Because of their photorealistic results, many of them are used in device display and
rendering result correction[9]. There have also been algorithms integrated with renderer to perform night atmosphere rendering[10]. The disadvantage of these
physically-based methods is that they usually contain
a complicated parameter system, which is not
convenient for users to make further image appearance
manipulation.
This paper presents a computational algorithm,
which uses spectrum reconstruction as the bridge between measurement data in the wavelength domain and
the input image in the tristimulus RGB space to take
the advantage of ample measurement data presented in
previous works for parameter configuration. The algorithm is integrated in an image-based system to simulate the human visual perception in nighttime illumination, in particular, very dim illuminations, in which the
human visual system functions as mesopic vision. The
system provides users with extensive control of the
results by allowing them to select illuminations of arbitrary intensity and spectrum power distributions. It
then automatically calculates the human visual perception for the scene from the source image. The system
workflow is divided into three steps. First, the system
reconstructs the retinal response spectra from the
source image. Then the responses of cones and rods to
the selected illumination are estimated based on measurement data. At last, a bilateral filter is applied to
simulate the detail loss. The algorithm is not limited to
nighttime conditions, but also can be used for other
illuminations.

1

perception[11]. Thus, visual perception with rods only is
colorless. The response of the cones is called photopic
vision, while that of the rods is scotopic vision. The
standard CIE spectral luminous efficiency curves[12] of
them are shown in Fig. 1a. Photopic vision has a sensitivity peak at around 555 nm (yellow-green), while
scotopic vision has a sensitivity peak at around 510 nm
(blue-green). The sensitivity peak moves towards
shorter wavelength (blue) direction as the illumination
intensity decreases. This is referred as the Purkinje
phenomenon[11].

(a) Spectral luminous efficiency curves[12]

Human Visual System

The human visual system is able to perceive light over
a broad range of intensities, from 104 to 106 cd/m2. Its
main light perception apparatus retina has two different
types of photoreceptor cells: cones and rods. The cones
are responsible for color vision in bright light, while
the rods play an important role in dark environments.
In a bright environment, the cones perceive colors and
fine details, while in a dark environment the rods
perceive the light when the cones do not function.
The rods are much more sensitive to light than the
cones, but they have lower visual acuity and no color

(b) Visual acuity curve
Fig. 1

Characteristics of cones and rods

In practical nighttime environments, artificial lightings cause the retinal response to be neither typical
photopic vision nor typical scotopic vision, but
the combined mesopic vision where cones and rods
cooperate.
Besides the color response, the illumination also affects the spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and
lightness resolution of the human visual system. The
spatial resolution is called visual acuity, usually
defined as the reciprocal of the visual angle of the
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minimum distinguishable detail. The visual acuity
decreases with the illumination intensity as shown in
Fig. 1b. The lightness resolution is represented by
the local contrast where the ratio of the minimum
distinguishable lightness difference 'L to the background lightness L approaches a constant at low intensities. According to Weber’s law[12], for intensities of
0.1-1.0×103 cd/m2, 'L / L 0.02-0.03; when L decreases to 10-4 cd/m2, 'L / L increases to 0.5; theoretically, in very dark conditions, when L o 0,

'L / L o f . The temporal resolution will not be discussed here since this paper only considers the final
stable adaptation result.

2

Algorithm

The system workflow is shown in Fig. 2. The system
starts with a source image taken in a bright environment as the initial input. The target illumination intensity is indicated by the user. The algorithm assumes
that the source image is white-balance adjusted and

Fig. 2

2.1

Then for the target illumination I c(O ) , the new
cone response ȟ cc is

As the input image is taken in a bright environment, it
is assumed to be pure cone response. Thus, the input
image is transformed from the RGB space to the LMS
space to approximate the cone response ȟ c
[[ l [ m [s ]T . A linear model is used to first recon-

struct the color spectrum:
i

[i Bi (O )
{l,m,s} I (O )

¦

properly exposed, so the color constancy problem does
not need to be considered. The source illumination intensity is set to E 1.0 u 103 by default. Empirical
models of the human visual system are used to simulate the cones and rods responses for the target illumination with a bilateral filter used to simulate the visual
acuity decrease.
The main parameters in the system are as follows:
E, source illumination intensity;
E', target illumination intensity;
ı , color matching functions;
ȟ, response of the retina cells to the source
illumination;
ȟ', response of the retina cells to the target
illumination;
Į, cone adaptation function;
ȕ, rod adaptation function;
a, weight of cone signal in the overall response;
b, weight of rod signal in the overall response.

System workflow

Simulating cone and rod responses

R (O )
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(1)

where Bi are the chosen basis functions. Assuming that
the source illumination type is CIE D65 by default, the
B are selected to be the CIE standard color matching
functions of the LMS color system[12]. Basis function
design techniques can be employed to minimize the
reconstruction error[13].

O max

ȟ cc

³

R(O ) I c(O )ı cc (O ) dO

(2)

O min

where Ȝ is the wavelength, and [Ȝmin, Ȝmax] is the range
of visible light recognized by the human eye. As the
spectral efficiency curves of cones and rods are different, when the illuminant condition varies, we should
correct the color matching functions ı with illuminant
intensity E. We define the new color matching functions ı cc (O ) in the target illumination as ı cc (O )
D ( Ec)
ı (O ) where the adaptation function D is
D (E) c

the cone spectral efficiency curve under illuminant
conditions. It can be obtained from measurement data
in previous works[6].
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By using V r (O ) instead of ı c (O ) , the rod response [ rc in the target condition can be calculated as

[ rc

Omax

³

R (O ) I c(O )V rc (O ) dO

(3)

Omin

where V rc (O )

E ( E c)
V (O ) is the rod color matching
E (E) r

function. The rod adaptation function ȕ can also be
obtained from measurement data[6].
2.2

Color adaptation

The final perception result is determined by the overall
retina response ȟ' contributed by both the cones and
rods. The rod response is assumed to be an additive
component to each channel in the LMS space. Thus,
the overall response ȟ' is
ª all aml asl º ª [lc º ª brl º
ȟ c «« alm amm asm »» ««[ mc »»  ««brm »» [[ rc]
(4)
«¬ als ams ass ¼» ¬« [sc ¼» ¬« brs ¼»
where a and b represent the interactions between the
cones and rods, as well as between different cone channels. Assuming no interaction between different cone
channels and that the rods have a uniform influence on
all the cone channels, Eq. (4) can be simplified as

(a) Source image
Fig. 3

2.3

ȟc

ª all
«0
«
«¬ 0

0
amm
0

0 º ª [ lc º ªb º
0 »» ««[ mc »»  ««b »» [[ rc] .
ass »¼ ¬« [sc ¼» ¬«b ¼»

Further assuming that color match functions ı already include intensity normalization of different
channels, Eq. (4) can be further simplified to
ȟ c aȟ cc  b[[ rc]
(5)
where parameters a and b represent the weights of
cone and rod responses in the overall perception result.
They are dependent on the illumination intensity, and
their values are obtained from measurement data[6].
The output image is computed with Eqs. (2), (3),
and (5), and then transformed from the LMS space
back to the RGB space. A sample color adaptation result in Fig. 3 shows the desaturation and Purkinje phenomenon. The result is more physically-plausible
comparing to the result of Shin et al.[6] in Fig. 3c, because the algorithm is based on spectrum reconstruction rather than direct processing in a tristimulus color
space. However, the spectrum reconstruction model
parameters must be configured for each input image to
minimize the error for the user-indicated source illuminations, since illumination mismatching will affect
the color adaptation accuracy.

(c) Result of Shin et al.[6]

(b) Our result

Color adaptation result. The target illumination intensity is E c 0.0001E

Visual acuity adaptation

As stated in Section 1, in dim environments, both the
spatial resolution and the lightness resolution of the
human visual system decrease as the illumination intensity decreases, which causes detail losses in the
perception result. However, the losses are not uniform
blur like the result from a Gaussian filter since the
strong edges remain sharp while small details are no
longer distinguishable[11].
Therefore, this system uses a bilateral filter[14] to
simulate the visual acuity adaptation, which is much

faster than the anisotropic diffusion method[15]. The
bilateral filter is a nonlinear filter with both a spatial
kernel and an intensity kernel. Its result is that only
pixels both spatially closed and with similar intensities
have high influence. The output of a bilateral filter at
pixel p is
1
I cp
(6)
¦ f (n  p) g ( I n  I p ) I n
k ( p) n:
where ȍ is the neighborhood of pixel p, I the intensity,
f the spatial filter, g the intensity filter, and k ( p )

¦ f (n  p) g ( I

n:

n

 I p ) is the normalization term.
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In practical implementation, the fast bilateral filter
presented by Durand and Dorsey[16] is used, with two
Gaussian functions f ( N f , V f ) and g ( N g , V g ) as
the filter function, where N is the window size and ı is
the attenuation speed. The size Nf of the spatial filter f
represents the visual field, so it is a constant determined by the focal length of the given source image.
When the focal length is not available, the image size
min(width, height)
is used to determine Nf as N f
.
16
1
The attenuation speed defined as V f
lg E c  10

represents the influence of the illumination. For the
intensity filter g, its size N g max I p  I n is the
n:

(a) Source image

local lightness dynamic range, and V g v 'L / L keeps
a direct ratio with the minimum distinguishable lightness difference 'L . According to Weber’s law[12], in
typical nighttime environments, V g | 0.2 .

3

Some sample results are shown in Fig. 4, where the
first column is the source image, and the second and
the third columns are simulated visual perception results in different illumination conditions. The system
performance mainly depends on the image resolution.
Processing a 640×480 image costs about 12 s on a
1.8-GHz PC.

(b) Simulation for E c
Fig. 4

Results and Discussion

0.001E

(c) Simulation for E c

0.0001E

Sample results

One limitation of this system is that it has no special
treatment for the sky, which is one of the main lighting
sources during the daytime. Input scenes containing
large areas of sky may have unnatural results in the
output image. A preliminary sky detection step[17] can

help to solve this problem by using a spatial Gaussian
weight to darken the sky area. An example of this sky
treatment is shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore improvements of the result quality will require specific treatments of the shadows and highlights.
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(a) Source image

(b) Without sky treatment

(c) With sky treatment

Fig. 5 Effect of sky treatment. The target illumination intensity is E c 0.0001E , which is equivalent to a nighttime
environment. Without the sky treatment, the sky in (b) is unnatural bright. The result in (c) is more natural.

4

Conclusions

This paper describes an image-based method for generating the visual perception result of the human visual
system for nighttime illuminations. The empirical
model for the mesopic vision considers multiple visual
features comprehensively. It uses a set of simple but
physically-meaningful parameters, which are convenient for user control. The system is able to transform a
source image taken with bright illumination into a
visually-plausible result for user-indicated target illumination. The system parameters are calculated from
visual perception experimental data. The algorithm can
be used not only for visual perception simulation, but
also as a day-for-night tool to produce realistic nighttime images from daytime images.
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